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ESPECIALLY SELECTED FROM ELEKTRA’S COMPREHENSIVE LIBRARY OF THE MOST SOUGHT AFTER 
SOUND EFFECTS. BRILLIANTLY RECORDED! IDEAL FOR THEATRE GROUPS, HOME-MOVIE 
ENTHUSIASTS, RADIO AND TV STATIONS, SLIDE SHOWS, INDUSTRIAL PRE- 
SENTATIONS, PARTIES, SOUND BUFFS, and many 

VOLUME I 

SIDE ONE 

AIRCRAFT 
JET AIRLINER (707) TAKE OFF :40 

JET AIRLINER (707) INTERIOR passenger cabin perspective in 
flight, with the characteristic ‘‘swish’’ of the slipstream as it 
flows around the aircraft combined with the high pitched sound 
of the engines throttled back to the cruise position £25 

JET AIRLINER (707) LANDING. sound of main landing-gear 
striking -runway, landing roll, compressor whine changes 
pitch 157 

HELICOPTER PASSES OVERHEAD 1:05 

JET FIGHTER TAKE OFF (recorded by Ward Botsford) 518 

JET FIGHTER FLY BY (recorded by Ward Botsford) :10 

JET FIGHTER SONIC BOOM (recorded by Ward Botsford) :10 

DIVE BOMBER :40 

STRAFING FROM LOW-FLYING FIGHTER PLANE 19 

LIGHT PLANE ENGINE Sere engine turns over, air- 
craft taxis, shuts down 38 

LIGHT PLANE IN FLIGHT an oo. perspective with the code 
identifier (XLS) of the Los Angeles Omnirange station in the 
foreground :87 

PISTON AIRLINER LANDING final approach with engines throt- 
tled back, normal engine backfires 30 

ANIMALS 
DOG BARKING :06 
HORSE WHINNIES three times 100 

HORSE GALLOPS BY :18 
ROOSTER :10 

CAT, MEAN (recorded by MP-TV Services Inc.) :30 

CRICKET BACKGROUND 183 
BULLFROG 115 

COWS MOOING :09 
HOOT OWL :26 

TROPICAL BIRDS excellent for jungle background when played 
at low volume 568 

SEAGULLS £45 

SIDE TWO 

MARINE 

STEAMSHIP BLAST (recorded by Hal Johnson) £12 

SHIP CHURNING THROUGH WATER 144 

OUTBOARD MOTOR includes starter cord being pulled ; pas- 
senger perspective :50 

MOTOR LAUNCH passenger perspective :40 

BELL BUOY with lapping water and seagulls in background :46 

FOGHORN 1 Diows five times, harbor sounds in background 
(recorded by MP-TV Services Inc.) 147 

SURF can be used as either heavy or light surf effect, depend- 
ing on amplifier volume setting (recorded by Hal Johnson) 1:20 

NIAGARA FALLS 385 

HOUSEHOLD 

TELEPHONE SEQUENCE dial tone, dials, rings, no answer; all 
from caller’s perspective 154 

TELEPHONE RINGS 5 TIMES 229 

DOOR BUZZER £05 

DOOR CHIMES two sequences :08 
KEY IN LOCK preceded by rattle of leys, then key inserted into 
lock, lock turns 705 

DOOR OPENS & CLOSES 103 

SQUEAKY DOOR OPENS & CLOSES 21g 

WINDOW BREAKING :02 

OVERSTUFFED CLOSET contents crash to floor “13 
SEWING MACHINE £25 

MACHINES & CONSTRUCTION 

SAWING WOOD 185 

HAMMERING [23 

ELECTRIC DRILL :82 

PNEUMATIC DRILL :80 

NOTE: In order to minimize surface noise and to insure the widest possible dynamic range, these sound effects have been recorded at maximum level. 

GENERAL CONSTRUCTION overall perspective :26 

FACTORY aio 

VOLUME 2 

SIDE ONE 

AUTOMOTIVE 

CAR SKID & CRASH :16 

CAR DOOR CLOSES :02 

CAR STARTS, DRIVES AWAY door closes, starter turns over 
twice, car starts, revs up, pullsaway —:35 

CAR STOPS, ENGINE IDLES, SHUTS OFF ony 

TRAFFIC JAM overall perspective 239 

MOTORCYCLE starts, pulls away, then passes i822 

TRUCK large truck pulls away, shift gears :380 

RATTLETRAP CAR :47 

CAR HORN honks insistently, three sequences :12 

SPORTS CAR HORN two sequences :07 

BUS sta 

SPORTS & AMUSEMENT 

CARNIVAL MIDWAY shooting gallery in background, carousel 
“music, roller coaster, voices, etc. 1:23 

SHOOTING GALLERY reeonied at Bobsled Shooting Gallery, 
Coney Island) ia 

PARADE 1:30 

BOWLING Dall rolls down Sted, hits pins. Second ball follows 
to pick up spare (recorded at Squire Bowling Center, Great 
Neck, Lad he 

PING PONG 129 

PINBALL MACHINE Geo 
- FOOTBALL GAME the excitement, cheers, etc., as a touchdown 
is made Ls 

EXPECTANT CROWD NOISE 25t 

AUDIENCE LAUGHING eight sequences with varying intensity 

and character 1:09 

APPLAUSE, LARGE GATHERING 30 

COLLEGE CHEERS ‘‘ Hold that line,’’ ‘‘ Block that kick’’ :39 

SIDE TWO 

WARFARE & FIREARMS 

MACHINE GUNS WITH EXPLOSIONS ion 

MACHINE GUNS & MIXED RIFLE FIRE ees 

GRENADES & MORTARS 185 

PISTOL SHOTS, RANDOM FIRE with slight ricochet action +20 
EXPLOSIONS :14 

BATTLE, OVERALL PERSPECTIVE machine guns, hand gren- 

ades, rifle fire, shouts, exploding slells, etc. 1:10 

ANTI-AIRCRAFT BARRAGE features several large guns Le! 
ATOMIC BOMB slow detonation, approach of shock wave, char- 
acteristic low rumble 330 

FIREWORKS g Bis 

SOLDIERS MARCHING £35 
WESTERN GUN BATTLE a pitched gunfight with rapid fire and 
ricochets tee 

AIR RAID ALERT several sirens in background (recorded by Jan — 
Syrjala) AEN 

AIR RAID ALL CLEAR (recorded by Jan Syr gala) 387 

EMERGENCY 

SIREN, AMBULANCE OR POLICE 227 

FIRE ENGINE (recorded by Ward Botsford) :21 

CITY CATASTROPHE sirens, fire engines, police cars, ete. 1:07 

HUMAN SOUNDS 

BABY CRIES 17 
HAPPY BABY "28 
CHILDREN PLAYING 1702 

CHILDREN’S PARTY lappy voices, packages being opened, 
presents being compared. Can also be used as a Christmas 
effect 1:22 

WOMAN’S TERRORIZED SCREAM :08 

BODY FALLING DOWNSTAIRS 107 

To achieve realism, it is important that they be played back at a volume appropriate for each effect. 

‘Re 

ELEKTRA RECORDS 1855 Broadway New York, N.Y. 10023 ele 

others. 

HEARTBEATS a special recording device is employed to record ££ 
the heart. The subject in this illustration is quite healthy 135 : 

VOLUME 3 

SIDE ONE 

TRAINS — 

DIESEL TRAIN idles, pulls out of station, click of wheels over 
tracks, blows whistle, fades into distance 1:44 

STEAM LOCOMOTIVE hiss of steam, chugging start, leaves 
station, fades (recorded by O. Winston Link, used by per- 
Mission ) 1307 

STEAM TRAIN PASSES (recorded by O. Winston Link) 380 

STEAM TRAIN APPROACHES, STOPS whistle fades in from 
distance, bell rings, train grinds to halt, brakes screech (re- 
corded by O. Winston Link) 1:08 
RAILROAD CAR INTERIOR inside perspective with sound of 

:50 train over tracks, switches, etc. 

SUBWAY SEQUENCE, EXTERIOR comes to screeching stop, 
idles, doors open and close, pulls out of station; outside per- 
spective 1:04 

RAILROAD CROSSING BELL _—:18 ‘ 
BELLS, GONGS, WHISTLES, TIME j 
GONG, ONE STROKE __-09 , e 
GONG, SEVENSTROKES __ :29 2 
CUCKOO CLOCK STRIKES TWELVE (recorded by Hal Johnson, 
FAX Sound Service) 217 

BIG BEN STRIKES TWELVE (recorded by Ward Botsford J 1214 

TICKING, THEN ALARM :42 

GRANDFATHER CLOCK STRIKES TWELVE (recorded at An- 
gelus Clochs Inc., New York) :2 
note: Clocks can be made to pe he any hour by simply fading 
out effect at desired moment. 

SCHOOL BELL or TOWN CRIER BELL 719 

CHURCH BELLS Be Er) 

JOYOUS BELLS 322 

FACTORY WHISTLE S47 

BURGLAR ALARM 319 

POLICE WHISTLE blows twice in normal manner, then blows 
insistently £12 

SLEIGH BELLS 122 

SHIP’S BELLS STne HOUR eight bells signify -4: 00, ,8:00 
and 12:00 ; 

SIDE TWO 

WEATHER 

THUNDERSTORM 1:40 

RAINY NIGHT IN CITY sound of traffic over wet pavement, 
street perspective i456 

RAIN intensity of this effect can be varied by raising or lower- 
ing the playback volume (recorded by MP-TV Services, Inc.) :47 

BLIZZARD/SNOWSTORM (recorded by MP-TV Services Inc.) :56 

ROARING FIRE can be used for Forest Fire effect when played 
at high volume :37 

MUSICAL 
SYMPHONY ORCHESTRA TUNING 127 
TRUMPET FANFARE 116 

REVEILLE, BUGLE CALL :20 
TAPS, BUGLE CALL :58 

DRUM ROLL :07 

HUNTING HORN ce 

WEDDING MARCH, PROCESSIONAL 2 

WEDDING MARCH, RECESSIONAL 2:39 
FUNERAL MARCH played on organ 2 

CAROUSEL 1:14 

CARILLON CHRISTMAS CHIMES 1:06 

OFFICE AND BUSINESS 
ELECTRIC TYPEWRITER rapid typing; features those sounds 
pecultar to electric machines such as rapid spacing and car- 
riage return 1:07 

CASH REGISTER 105 
NEWS PRESSES :42 
TELETYPES 147 

eRINTE, 
ie 

USA 
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¢ ABOUT THE RECORDINGS 

AUTHENTIC SOUND EFFECTS are just that, sound effects meticulously recorded 

from life by the expert engineering staff of Elektra Records. To properly capture 

the nuance of each sound, a wide array of equipment was used, all of. it modified 

to our specific requirements. Yet, we did not go out of our way to load the Elektra 

recording van down with impressive-looking but inefficient gear. Each recorder and 

microphone was carefully matched to each individual effect, with simplicity and 

flexibility our guiding principles. At every step of production, extensive quality- 

control measures have been rigidly enforced to insure a technically perfeet recording 

that encompasses the full range of human hearing. Playback equalizers should be 

set to the RIAA curve. 

SOME HELPFUL HINTS 

1. Always handle records by the edges and with extreme care to avoid groove damage. 

2. Check to make sure your stylus is in good condition and is free from dust. 

3. Carefully wipe records with a lint-free cloth before and after use. Always replace 

discs in special dust-proof containers inside the record jacket. 

4. Each effect is separated by a spiral. To cue the desired effect, place the stylus gently 

on the spiral just before the proper band. The record can then be cued by letting the 

pickup arm play to the very beginning of the effect, backing up half a revolution and 

then releasing the record at the proper time. Make sure that your turntable is clean and 

free from grit or else the sliding of the turntable under the stationary record will cause 

groove damage. Practice will perfect this technique. 

5%. Remove the arm carefully at the conclusion of each effect or fade the volume out. 

G. It is important that each effect be played back at a volume reasonable for that effect. 

The actual sound level will, of course, be determined by the size of the room or hall, the 

type of effect in question, and also whether it is a background or a foreground sound. Your 

good judgment is your best guide. | 

IMPORTANT NOTICE! 

The sound effects contained on this album are the exclusive property of the Authen- 

tic Sound Effects division of The )yna Corporation and its exclusive licensee, The 

Elektra Corporation. These sound effects may be used without any additional per- 

mission or payment in connection with amateur theatricals or for home use, pro- 

vided no re-recording or duplication is involved. The use of these sound effects for 

any other purpose or in any other way requires a special license from The Dyna 

Corporation. The use of these effects is strictly controlled and rigidly policed and 

all rights in these sound effects are reserved. 

Information regarding fees and licenses can be obtained by writing to the Sound | 

Effects Department, The Dyna Corporation, 51 West 51st Street, New York, N.Y. 

10019. | 
Created and Produced by JAC HOLZMAN 

FLEKTRA RECORDS 1855 Broadway New York, N.Y. 10023 
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